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The Fourth Key Component:

Principle: Most salespeople do ______

with high touch involvement with their managers. 

Strategy:  Regularly spend time in the 

_____ with your salespeople.

Coach & Counsel



Definitions:

Coaching: Helping salespeople improve their 

performance by working with them ___-__-___ in 

the field.

Counseling: Helping salespeople improve their 

performance by _________ with them in order to 

uncover and deal with deeper issues.



Coaching

Prerequisites:

1. Everything is far easier if the sales person actually 

wants to _______. 

a.  Everyone wants better results.

b.  Few people are prepared to do the ____ work 

of improving themselves in order to get them.

2. You need to have an idea of what “_______” looks 

like.

a. What does excellence in the core ___________ 

look like?

b.  Which practices are most important?



Coaching

Process:

1.  Make sales call with your salespeople.

a.  Schedule “coaching time”

b.  Communicate the purpose

2. As much as possible, be a ______ observer. Look for 

“outside and inside”  -- _______ and ____________.

3. Debrief, privately, immediately after the sales call.

4. Use this format:

2.



Coaching

Process:

A.   Ask:  How do you think it went?

What went well?

What would you do differently if you could?

B. Talk, using the ‘sandwich method’

1.  Mention one thing you thought they did ____.

2.  Mention one thing they could/should have done ______.

a.  Describe what he/she did.

b.  Describe the consequences of that.

c.  Describe what he/she should have done.

d.  If possible, model it.

e.  Describe the consequences of that.



Coaching

Process:

3.  Indicate that you expect the revised behavior next time.

4.  Encourage them.

5.  Document the session.



Coaching Form

Salesperson:  ______________________________________________________   Date:  _____________________

Call Details:  ___________________________________________________________________________________

Coach:  ____________________________________________________________

1. What went well?

2. What needs work?

a.  You did:

b.  Consequences:  

c.  You should have:

d.  Consequences:  

3.  Next time, you want to see…



Process:

1. Be very sensitive to the smallest ___ of anything less 

than wonderful.

Counseling



Process:

2. 2.  Intervene!  Face to face, one-on-one

a.  Be non-judgmental.

b.  Probe the areas that may be ___________.

c.  Ask a lot of open ended questions.

Counseling



Process:

d.  Help the salesperson:

1)  Identify the _______

2)  Identify the consequences of that problem

3)  Identify possible _________

4)  Pick a high potential solution

5)  Make a commitment to it

6)  Agree to ______________

Counseling



Finding Things to Praise

Principle:  People respond more positively to 
praise than they do to criticism.

1.  Find something to ______.

2.  Make it as ________ as possible.

3.  Recognize achievement/contribution.

4.  Ask for success _______.



Recommended Action Plan

1. Schedule ________ time with every sales person.

2. On an ongoing basis, be _________ to potential 

issues that may negatively impact the performance of 

your sales people. 


